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Abstract
Background: Benign swelling of the inguino-scrotal region is most commonly caused by inguinal 
hernias, although other etiologies exist. In most cases, diagnosis is made by history and physical 
exam alone. However, without imaging or further studies, other occult etiologies cannot be excluded. 
Rarely, spermatic cord cysts present with symptoms mimicking inguinal hernia.

Case Report: We report the case of a middle-aged male with a one-year history of a bulge in the 
left inguinal area that presented after heavy lifting. The patient complained of intermittent pain and 
enlargement since initial presentation. On physical exam, an irreducible mass in the left inguinal 
area was palpated. The patient was diagnosed with an inguinal hernia and underwent surgery 
for open repair with mesh. Perioperative discovery of a cyst attached to the spermatic cord was 
identified that trans-illuminated without evidence of a hernia. The cyst was excised. Final pathology 
showed a benign cyst with surrounding chronic inflammation, fibrosis, and soft tissue reactive 
changes. Spermatic cord cysts should be recognized in the differential diagnosis of inguinal bulge, 
with consideration of sonographic assistance to differentiate from hernia.

Clinical Discussion: Few cases have reported spermatic cord cysts found during intraoperative 
repair of a clinically diagnosed inguinal hernia. This case highlights the need for surgeons to 
develop a broad differential diagnosis in cases of suspected inguinal hernia, with consideration of 
preoperative diagnostic imaging.

Conclusion: Currently, patients with a history and physical exam suspicious for inguinal hernia 
are not recommended to undergo preoperative imaging. Our case calls into question whether 
preoperative imaging with ultrasound or computed tomography should be included in routine 
preoperative evaluation. We present a case of a spermatic cord cyst that was misdiagnosed 
preoperatively as an indirect inguinal hernia resulting in prolonged surgery.
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Introduction
Inguinal hernia is one of the most common indications for surgery worldwide [1]. Inguinal 

hernias present with a bulge in the groin region exacerbated by increased intra-abdominal pressure, 
such as with heavy lifting, sneezing, or coughing [2]. The differential diagnosis for inguinal hernia 
includes several considerably rarer conditions, such as benign cystic masses and neoplasms. Current 
international guidelines recommend against routine preoperative imaging because inguinal hernia 
is usually a clinical diagnosis [3]. No professional consensus exists to guide the decision to obtain 
preoperative imaging of suspected hernias [4]. We present a case of a spermatic cord cyst discovered 
during open herniorrhaphy in which no preoperative imaging was obtained.

Case Presentation
A middle-aged male presented with symptoms of intermittent shooting pain and swelling in the 

left groin suspicious for a non-reducible inguinal hernia. His symptoms began following an episode 
of heavy lifting. Due to classical presentation, pre-operative imaging was deemed to be unnecessary. 
The patient consented for an elective open repair with mesh. Dissection was carried down with 
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electrocautery through subcutaneous tissue and Scarpa fascia. The 
left inguinal ligament was identified from the pubic tubercle to the 
anterior superior iliac spine. The external oblique fascia was incised 
and split exposing the inguinal canal. The left spermatic cord and 
contents were bluntly dissected away from the external oblique 
aponeurosis. No hernia was identified, however a cystic mass fixed 
to the spermatic cord structures with a tail of preperitoneal fat 
connecting to the abdominal cavity was noted. The cyst was measured 
to be approximately 4 cm × 2 cm. An interoperative urology consult 
was obtained for recommendations to proceed. The cystic structure 
was completely excised out to the proximal ring, with ligation of 
the preperitoneal fat string attachment. A pre-emptive silk suture 
was placed in the string attachment in case a future operation was 
required if pathology noted malignancy. The appendix testis was also 
removed and sent for permanent specimen. Intraoperative Doppler 
was performed to confirm there was no injury to the testicular artery. 
The testicle was replaced back into the scrotal sac, confirmed with 
visualization of the lateral sulcus by dissection of the tunica vaginalis. 
Doppler again confirmed good flow in the testicular artery. The 
spermatic cord contents were returned to the canal. The external 
oblique fascia was closed via primary repair in a continuous fashion 
using 3-0 vicryl suture without mesh placement. The pathology 
report noted a benign cyst, filled with serous fluid, with surrounding 
chronic inflammation, fibrosis and soft tissue reactive changes. 
The epididymal appendix was noted to have benign findings with 
calcification.

Discussion
Discovery of inguinal cord cysts during open surgical hernia repair 

is extremely rare, estimated to occur in less than 1% of cases. Spermatic 
cord cysts exist outside of the scrotal sac, typically of mesothelial origin 
[6]. Less commonly, cysts of dermoid and epidermoid histology have 
been reported [6,7]. Cysts can be congenital or acquired secondary 
to trauma, infection, or tumor [8]. Surgical excision is preferred 
treatment of choice for benign symptomatic cysts. Inguinal hernia 
is a protrusion of contents through the abdominal wall and into 
the inguinal canal. In the United States, abdominal wall hernias 
are found on 4.7 million ambulatory care visits each year. Inguinal 
hernias account for 75% of all abdominal hernias. Hernia repairs 
are among the most common procedure performed by general 
surgeons, with more than 600,000 inguinal hernias repairs annually 
[9,10]. Common practice utilizes the history and physical alone for 
diagnoses, with imaging reserved for cases of clinical uncertainty. 
One study reported 75% sensitivity and 96% specificity for diagnosis 
of inguinal hernia based on physical exam by surgeons [2]. However, 
other etiologies can imitate hernias on clinical presentation. One 
study showed that of 42,356 groin hernia repairs, 313 patients 
had no hernia identified during the planned surgical repair [11]. 
Although rare, etiologies other than inguinal hernia presenting as an 
inguinal bulge include lipoma, sarcoma, canal-hydrocele, epidermoid 
cyst, dermoid cyst, and bladder hernia, among others [6,7,12-14]. 
Ultrasonography is the preferred imaging modality for inguinal 
masses [4,5]. Physical examination plus ultrasound is recommended 
for uncertain cases because it is known that the two modalities when 
combined show higher diagnostic accuracy than either alone [3]. 
Computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging can provide 
further detail if sonographic findings are inconclusive [1,3]. It may 
sometimes be difficult for providers to decide upon whether further 
imaging is or is not warranted during the workup of inguinal pain. 
No professional consensus exists regarding when to employ further 

imaging. Reasons to obtain imaging may include suspected occult 
hernia, failed watchful waiting, or history of recent surgery near or 
involving the inguinal canal. Proper physical examination is critical to 
diagnosing inguinal hernias and hernia mimics. Examination should 
be performed while the patient is standing and relaxed. The presence 
of a mass, if not obvious, may be elucidated by increasing intra-
abdominal pressure via the Valsalva maneuver. It is furthermore 
reasonable to attempt trans-illumination of inguinal masses as a 
routine part of one’s examination of suspected hernias due to the 
possibility that a cyst may be present. We present a case of spermatic 
cord cyst presenting with history and physical exam findings typical 
of inguinal hernia. Perioperatively during planned open inguinal 
hernia repair, a 4 cm × 2 cm cyst attached to the spermatic cord 
was identified. This case demonstrates the limitation of history and 
physical alone for diagnosing inguinal hernias. Preoperative imaging 
can differentiate the diagnosis, prevent unnecessary risk, and guide 
appropriate management.

Conclusion
Patients with a history and physical exam suspicious for inguinal 

hernia are currently not recommended to undergo preoperative 
imaging. Our case calls into question whether preoperative imaging 
with ultrasound or computed tomography should be a part of 
routine evaluation prior to surgical repair. Described here is a case 
of a spermatic cord cyst that was mis-diagnosed preoperatively as an 
indirect inguinal hernia resulting in prolonged surgery.
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